THE LIST.
PART II

FILM
POETRY
LITERATURE
THEATER

CAS 2020 Languages & Cultures Spotlight Submissions
CLICK ON POSTERS TO FIND FILM
POETRY
Click on selected works & sampled words below
“Love one another, but make not a bond of love: let it rather be a moving sea between the shores of your souls. fill each other’s cup but drink not from one cup give one another bread but eat not of the same loaf…”

MARRIAGE, THE PROPHET, KAHLIL GIBRAN-LEBANON

“…And what to those who call me, “African”? Don’t they know I can count the years spent back home wishing I knew I was “African”? And how to cradle, and contain the disappointment that is rekindled whenever someone does NOT know my Ethiopia, my Eritrea.

I don’t know how to fit, adjust myself within new boundaries – nomads like me, have no place as home, no way of belonging.”

TALKS ABOUT RACE, FUSCHIA MAHTEM SHIFERRAW -ETHIOPIA & ERITREA

THE JANUARY CHILDREN, SAFIA ELHILLO -SUDAN
THEATER & DRAMA
PLAYS FROM SENEGAL & KENYA

MUSICALS FROM SOUTH AFRICA

AKWA NWA MUSICAL DRAMA (NIGERIA)

PART I, II, III
How does CAS describe Language?

- heart language
- malleable
- rich
- poetic
- magical
- mystical
- musical
- energetic
- poetic
- transcendent
- unity
- embodiment of resilience
- body
- north african
- african country

- tongue
- yoruba
- official language
- african gospel
- rich
- valuable
- brushstrokes
- dream
- awesome
"OHA NA AZU NWA"
IT TAKES A VILLAGE
TO RAISE A CHILD
(Igbo)

Kutoa ni moyo, si utajiri.
Charity begins at home
(Swahili)

Ukuhamba yimfundo.
Travelling is learning.
(Xhosa)

A field to run and a hole to get out
(plan A and plan B)
(Amharic)

"Af daboolan waa dehab."
A closed mouth is gold.
(Somali)

Beauty has pain
(Igbo)

 лучше враг, который ты знаешь, по сравнению с ангелом, которого ты не знаешь
(Amharic)

...The End...

end kare fin magumo end

njedebe mwen yon diab.

nante yiye ipari end

charity begins at home

A closed mouth is gold.

Better the devil you know than the angel you don't

"Yanga ge pen"
Beauty has pain
(Igbo)

"Af daboolan waa dehab."
A closed mouth is gold.
(Somali)